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Jake Zylman/Chronicle
The victim of the attempted robbery was sent to Arrowhead Medical Center and is in stable condition

Jake Zylman
Executive Editor
A person was shot four times
in an attempted robbery and
carjacking on Friday night in the
University Hall parking lot. The
victim, in his mid-twenties, was
arriving on campus for the Omega
Psi Phi Inc. party being held in the
Student Union Events Center.
The victim, unnamed at this
time, was taken to Arrowhead
Medical Center in Rialto where he
remains in stable condition.
An unharmed passenger in the
victim's truck provided police with
the only first-hand eyewitness ac
count.

The passenger stated that,
while trying to park, two men ap
proached their vehiclejVfter a brief
oral confrontation, gunfire was ex
changed between the driver of the
vehicle and the attackers, accord
ing to officers of the San Bernar
dino Police Dept. at the crime
scene.
At least six city police, about
. four campus police and an ambu
lance arrived almost immediately
at Row 23 of the parking lot, where
a crowd of students had rapidly
gathered around the victim.
The police and emergency
technicians quickly roped off the
crime scene, cut away the wounded

man's clothing from the wound,
strapped him onto a gumey and
loaded him into the ambulance.
Police then interviewed the
man in the car with the victim and
others at the scene before return
ing from the parking lot to the
Event Center. While the crowd was
dispersed, the witness attempted to
identify the shooters.
"It appears that no one in
volved was a Cal State, San Ber
nardino student," said David
DeMauro, vice-president of admin
istration and finance, in a brief pub
lic statement.
Ed Campbell, president of
Omega Psi Phi, stressed the fact

—Jmideyictim's truck

that no one from Cal State was in
volved and that this was no more
than random violence.
"This is just a random, sense
less act of violence by people that
show no respect for the law or any
one."
It is not known exactly how
many guns were involved, but at
least ten rounds were fired. A 9mm. handgun was found at the
scene but police declined to iden
tify the owner.
Markeith, the only other wit
ness to give a police statement, was

-shooting
continued on page 17

A nearby car window shot out by stray bullets

Coyotes bring Arts to youths
Jake Zylman
Executive Editor
In a city and state where
funding for the Arts ranges from
small to none, the youth of San
Bernardino can turn to the Coyote
Conservatory for the Arts as the
artistic supplement in their
educational diet.
Located at 468 W 5* Street in
downtown San Bernardino, the
conservatory offers classes in a
variety of artistic fields for a
nominal cost for children between
the ages of two and seventeen.
At the request of the local
school district emphasis is being
put on junior high aged students.
"With school budgets being
cut for the arts, we try to provide
an environment that^ill allow
everyone access to the advantages
of artistic knowledge," stated
Executive Director of the Coyote
Conservatory Dr. Margaret Perry.
The advantage that Perry chiefly
refers to is the often-studied
academic success of students that
participate in the performing arts.
Funding for the conservatory
has come from a combination of
grants and backing from the
College of Arts and Letters at
CSUSB.
One of the main goals of the
Coyote Conservatory is to make
sure that the students meet
proficiency guidelines for the
performing arts that have been
established by the California
Department of Education. Like all.
other subjects, there are certain
expectations of knowledge that all
students should have.
These proficiency standards
are meant to measure a student's
understanding of the arts, not
necessarily their own skills in a

Students in the "Puppetry for Everyone" class practice moving a large puppet.
particular area.
The Conservatory, in its third
quarter, is currently offering eight
classes. The different classes are
taught by a mixture of Cal State
faculty members and
planning to teach in the future. The
arts center benefits both students
and teachers by allowing them to
hotie.
" It really has become a
learning environment from both
sides. This is a very practical way
that Cal State studentscan really get
hands on experience on the
classroom," Perry said. On
average, there is one instructor for

every eight students in a class, understand what tq expect when I
allowing a lot of time for personal get college age students in my class.
instruction
"These kids are all so creative,
•Qne of the more popular lean actually come away with ideas
classes is Puppetry for Everyone on how to teach."
t^^t by Professor Johanna Smith..
Another
While demonstrating how students Parent-Toddler, In this class
first practice coordinating mouth children and their caretakers are
movements with w(
introduced to the arts through both
ts^ Smitn, a nationally sound 1111I liiiiin*
recognized puppeteer
Fn an effort to make the classes
on wlKrt -Shtf 'liliirgamed from her accessible to all, scholarships can
classes.
be earned for those students that
"Young people have* so many qualify.
less hang-ups on how they look
For more information on class
with a puppet the first time that they schedules please call 909-384use them. It really helps me to 9430.

Toddlers are introduced to the sound
•
of music

Trying to maintain a dry Campus: Cal State Police speak out
Bethany Anderson
Staff Writer

CO

Sources National Institute on Alcohol
•Abuse and .Alcoholism

Partying and drinking are as
synonymous with college as
peanut butter is to jelly. With a
rise in binge drinking deaths on
college campuses nation wide,
university police are looking for
methods that are more effective
in preventing alcohol poisoning
deaths, and education about
warning signs of alcoholism.
According to the Cal State
Campus Safety Report our
campus has also seen a slow rise
in alcohol related violations that
have resulted in disciplinary
actions, andjudicial reviews from
28 in 2000, to 29 in 2001.
While there is nothing wrong
with partying and having a good
time, students who are under
drinking age ( and usually less
experienced) are more likely to
push the limits of drinking past the
actual "drunk" stage, into the
danger zone of unconsciousness
or even death.
University Police Sargent
Jflanuei Castro told the Chronicle

that too often students who are cited
or fined for being under the
influence of alcohol, might confess
that they in fact have a drinking
problem.
Castro stated that, "If a student
admits to having a problem with
alcohol, our duty is to provide them
with counselors and referral
services that can assist them with
their problem."
However, as Officer Castro
pointed out, too often students in
their teens and early twenties are
not always ready to admit or
recognize the severity of their
drinking problem until they have
been cited numerous times,
arrested,
failed
academic

coursework,
or
literally^
academically suspended from the
university all together.
One source the Cal State
University Police are utilizing is the
^id of Judicial Officer Craig
Henderson. Henderson instructs
students who have been cited
numerous times for alcohol related
arrests and citations with initiating
the attendance of Alcoholic
Anonymous
meetings
and
counseling centers.
Students with further questions
and concerns should contact the
University Police at X5165,
Student Health Center X5241, and
the Psychological Counseling
Center at X5040. .
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'Target'ing hate:

White supremacist clothing yanked
from the eighth letter of the alphabet,
symbolizes HH in white supremacists
Morgan Melendez
circles.
Having
viewed
a
Staff Writer
documentary about racist rock music,
Joseph Rodriguez was Rodriguez recognized the numbers to
shocked. Last June, the UC Davis stand for "Heil Hitler."
Not only were T-shirts carrying
video producer wandered into
Target. Perusing the clothing the symbol, Rodriguez discovered,
displays, Rodriguez was surprised but hats and shorts also bore the white
to see a rack of 88 T-shirts.
power code.
Rodriguez purchased a pair of
"88," Rodriguez knew, is a
symbol of the white supremacy the degrading 88 shorts. Confronting
movement. The meaning, derived the store manager with his find, he

Joseph Rodriguez displays a hat with the '88' logo on ii.

was told the store simply sells when it came to Mervyn's line of
what it is shipped. Later, football jerseys, she said.
"Football jerseys are an
Rodriguez said he challenged the
corporate office only to be obvious use of the number,"
Maurelli said.
"blown off."
While
the
Rodriguez took
merchandise containing
his case before the
the number 88 may
Southern Poverty
have been pulled from
Law Center in
Target
racks, the
Montgomery,
clothing
line
EightyAlabama. Taking
Eight
USA,
which
is
issue with the
sold in Mervyn's stores,
findings, the center
was not.
posted
his
The clothing line
complaint on their
Eighty-Eight USA was
Website.
started, as a young
Target officials,
men's label 12-years
upon viewing the
ago. The founders claim
center's complaint
released a statement concerning that the number 88 was used as it
the product line. "As soon as the was worn on one of their high
appropriate people were school football jerseys. They also
notified...we immediately claim the number correlates to a
moved to have the merchandise Chinese symbol for good luck and
moved from all of our stores," the prosperity.
According to Tami Jimenez,
company said.
Mary
Maurelli,
a Executive Team Leader for a
spokesperson for Target said that Mervyn's in Tustin and a Cal State
all clothing containing the 88 San Bernardino Graduate student,
symbol was pulled from Target "The company was told to take off
racks. The pull stopped short any signage that had the number 88,
and to leave any that had it spelled

Health Check-up

October: Breast Cancer Awareness Month
In honor OtUTcai,\*::.«kTvc«.t
Whic^.along with the American
Cancer Society (ACS) has put together a
timeline to show the notable researchers
who have supported

Jimenez also stated, "I believe
that the company Eighty-Eight USA

didn't have any malicious intent. I
firmly believe that if Mervyn's had
discovered that in actuallity the
company was using the number to
promote white supremacy that the
merchandise would have been
pulled immediately."
Cal State Professor Dr. Brian
Levin, Director for the Center of the
Study of Hate and Extremism,
recently dicussed this incident in
the Sacramento Bee and on KRLA
radio (590 AM).
Dr. Levin says the symbol 88
is common among white
supremacists in graffiti and is a
popular tattoo, in addition to being
on the clothing.
For more information regarding
this and other hate crimes visit
www.fighthate.org.

.( L-R) Congresswomen lleanna RosLehiinen (R-Florida) and Dr. Brian
Levin at a recent conference held in
- the U.S. Capital

10 to 69 years old showed a decline of
25% since 1990;'AGS
^"Sarly det^|ion and improved treatment
especially with'the drug

2001-Walt Disney-ACS Research
Professor for Breast Cancer Mary-Claire
King, Ph.D. and former grantee Bernard
Fischer, MD, report that Tamoxifen
prevents recurrences of Breast cancer in
BRCA2 but pot BRCAI patients.
1970's-ACS invested more than $1 million
2001- Five days of local radiation
to demonstrate mammography as the best
treatment with a balloon catheter device
tool for early breast cancer
known as a "MammoSite" is
detection.
reported by former grantee
Martin Keisch, MD, to
1974-Tamoxifen was shown
deliver a total dose of
to prevent breast cancer in rats
radiation equal to the standard
by binding to the estrogen
six week course of radiation
receptor in research conducted
therapy for women with
by V. Craig Jordan, Ph.D.
early-stage, noninvasive
breast cancer. If these findings
1980-The Society developed
can be confirmed, the
early detection guidelines for
technique might become a
breast cancer. .
useful alternative to standard
Graphic courtesy of Gmgle.com
radiation Iherapy.
1985-Lumpectomy plus radiation was found
to be equivalent to mastectomy for breast
2002-Former grantee Stephen Friend,
cancer survival by Bernard Fisher, MD.
MD, PhD, develops a DNA microarray
chip that in initial testing successfully
1990-The BRCA 1 gene for inherited
predicted which women diagnosed with
susceptibility to breast cancer, localized to
node-negative breast cancer most likely
a specific site on chromosome 17, was
have distant, undetectable metastases and
identified by Walt Disney-Society Research
would thus benefit from aggressive
Professor for Breast Cancer Mary-Claire
adjuvant therapy. If the results are
King, Ph.D.
replicated in a larger study, and the test
can be made cost-effective, it could
1998-The genetically engineered
become an important tool in making
monoclonal antibody, Herceptin, was shown
treatment decisions.
to improve survival for women with
2002-Kenneth Offit MD, PhD, reports
advanced breast cancer in research
that bilateral oophorectomy reduces risk
conducted by Dennis Slamon, MD.
of breast and ovarian cancer by 75% in
women who carry BRCAI and BRCA2
2000-Breast cancer death rates in woihen
mutations.

graduate degree costs too much?

1955-ACS funded Charles Huggins, Ph.D.,
1966 Nobel Prize winner, who pioneered
early work showing that both prostate and
breast cancer were related to sex hormones.

Cal Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Prograns
Master of Business
Administration
Master of Science in
Counseling
Psychology
Masters Degrees
in Education
Master of Arts
in English
Education Credential
Programs
Cal Bapdst also offan
undertfraduats degree
programs in more than
2D areas.

Here's a great
investment
tv: Gal Baptist.
A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime—
but not ail graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cat Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate program^
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the hank.

CalMB^Iisl
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Buzz
Student Research and
Travel
Students interested in travel related
research in the undergraduate and
graduate levels are encouraged to
take part in a program sponsored
by ASI, that funds students
interested in scholarly research that
may be in need of travel expenses.
Stipends up to $1,000 are given to
support students in their efforts, and
funding to attend a conference is
also available.
2(X)2-2(K)3 Application Deadlines:
October 14,2002
November 11, 2002
January 21,2003
March 3, 2003
April 7, 2003
May 12,2003

To apply, please pick up a 20022003 application packets from:
Graduate Studies (AD-127)
Associated Students (SU-144)
Undergraduate Studies (UH-368)

Programs are eligible to apply.
Applications are available late
November in the Office of
Graduate Studies (AD-127) or at
ext. 5058.

Pre-Doctoral Program

Career Development
Center Workshops

Grants for economically and/ or
educationally disadvantaged
juniors, seniors, and students
enrolled in masters programs who
intend on pursuing their Ph.D. are
eligible for $3,000 sponsored
through the Chancellors office.The
program includes support for travel
to conferences and doctoral
institutions. Summer research
project funding may also be
available for those who qualify. For
more information about this
opportunity please contact the
Office of Graduate Studies (AD127) or at ext. 5058.

CSU Forgivable Loan
Program
Grants are available for students
who will teach in the CSU system
for a total of five years. Grants that
total $30,000 over a three-year
period for California residents from
groups under represented in
disciplinary faculty of the CSU,
who are accepted in a PH.D.

September

toc^ possession of two marijuana
Incident: Marijuana Pus.sesion
pipes and a half- smoked marijuana
At approximately 2:43 a.m., joint to be taken as evidence
officers were on foot patrol of the m
University Apartments, building: Disposition: Report taken
5, when Aey were flagged down forwarded to Judicial /
by a resident who told them that Officer
loud music was coming from an
apartment inside building 5.
Incident: Rape Suspect
At approximately 4:00 a.m., a
As the officers walked down
the hallway towards apartment Police Corporal met with an officer
5202, they could smell what from the San Bernardino Police
appeared to be a strong odor of Department who told the Police
marijuana coming from inside Corporal about them receiving
apartment 5202. Officers made numerous prowling calls in the area
contact with the resident inside of apartments across the street from
room 5202 and noticed that there the University.
SBPD advised that the prowler
was a small parly going on inside
involving marijuana and alcoholic could be a rape suspect they had
been looking for. SBPD advised us
beverages.
The R/A was called, and the to keep an eye out for anyone
residents were advised to pour out matching the description or looking

COYX

Don't Pay J0'.25c Each For Just ^
HiA SpeeJ Copying
Color Copies
Fax Service
Forms ( Ncr )
Questioner / Surveys
Binding
Laminating
Shrink Wrapping
Trans parentnes
0)i)y Plus is open six days a week
and

offer volume breaks.

On the comer of Universl^ & Kendall, behind El Potlo Loco

(909) BST-aSOO

The Career Development Center
Workshop series are posted online!!
Just check out career.csusb.edu/
workshopsthisquarter.html or
contact Rachel Gilbert, Career
Counselor at ext. 5250.

Criminal Justice Club
There will be a meeting on
Wednesday, October 9, 2002 at
5:00pm in SB-209N. Topics at the
meeeting will include future field
trips, possible weapons demon
strations, career opportunities and
forensics. For further information
contact the Criminal Justice
Department at ext. 5506.

Graduate Equality
Fellowships
Students who are enrolled in
CSUSB Masters or Ph.D. program
who are economically and/ or
educationally disadvantaged who
plan to become a college professor
are eligible for a $2,000

Fellowship. Students must also
possess strong academic records
and be in financial need.
Applications are available through
the Financial Aid Office in late
February. Sponsored by the
Chancellor's office.

American Heart
Association Research
Award

Eligibility: Students must be in
junior or senior status by the fall
of 2003 and must have at least 4
semesters or 6 quarters of
biological sciences, physics, or
chemistry. Students must have also
completed at least one quarter of
calculus, statistics, computational
methods, or computer science.

Spike and Howl
6 vs. 6 Halloween Volleyball Tour
nament will begin Saturday, Octo
ber 26 in the Coussoulis Arena.
Sign in begins at 9:30 am and
games begin at 10:(K) am. The last
day to.pre-register is October 24 at
the Temporary Rec Center. For
more information call 880-5235.

The Undergraduate Student
Research Program enables
promising students to explore
careers in heart or stroke research.
Students are assigned to
cardiovascular research labortories
in California, Nevada, or Utah for
10 weeks during the summer to
work under the advisement of
Leaderhsip Academy
experienced scientists. Projects
The
Office of Student Leadership
range from basic molecular
and
Development
is currently look
research to direct physiological
ing
for
energetic
Administrators,
studies in geneexpression, vascular
faculty,
and
staff
to
serve as prewall biology, ion transport and
'
senters
during
the
Winter
2003 ses
cellular pharmacology. Clinical
sion
for
the
Leadership
Academy.
investigations are also available.
The CSUSB Leadership
Deadline: February 3,2002
Award: $4,000 stipend per student helps teach students how to change
Term; Summer between June 1 and t h e i r t h o u g h t p a t t e r n s t h r o u g h
workshops, public speaking, and
August 31,2003
Applications
available
at team building. For more informa
www.heartsource.org or email to tion contact Ericka Nunez at exten-.
sion 3236.
research@heart.org.

a class'flagTootball ganfein the'
field when she collided with
another student, and sprained her
IncUlcnt: Suspicious Person
anifThe studentj^was^ treated
released.
Police Corporal was patrolling in„
^pshion: Report taken.;^^
^parking lot F- when
"^person sitting on the curb at
Northpark and Coyote Drive, Incident: Theft
At approximately 1035 hours,
matching the description of the
person SBPD were looking for. our Officers responded to the
The Police Corporal made contact Health and Physical Science
with the suspect who had no Building regarding a report of a
business being in the area nor theft. An unknown suspect(s)
removed a wall clock from the
knew anyone in the area.
The subject informed the Police lobby of the Arena lobby sometime
Corporal that he was a phone sex over the weekend. No leads or
operator and worked out of his suspect information. Disposition:
home. The Police Corporal Report taken..
requested SBPD to respond to his
location. SBPD arrived and took Incident: Petty Theft
At approximately 1230 hours,
over the investigation. The subject
our
Officers responded to the
was transported by SBPD.
CSUSB
Police Station regarding a
Disposition: Report taken
phoned report of stolen property.,A
CSUSB student had her wallet
taken from her backpack while she
left it unattended in a Social
Incident: Burglary
At approximately 1010 hours, Behavior Building classroom, No
our Officers responded to Jack leads or suspect information.
Brown Hall regarding a report Disposition: Report taken.
from custodial staff that Tampon
machines had been broken into. Incident: Vandalism
At approximately 1815 hours,
Only coins were taken from the
machines, which appeared to have our Officers responded to Lot C
been opened by a box key. No row 1 regarding a report of
leads or suspect information at this vandalism caused to a CSUSB
student's vehicle. An unknown
time.
object
was used to break the
Disposition: Report taken.
vehicle's right rear passenger
window. No property was taken
from the vehicle. There are no
leads or suspect Lnformatibn.
Incident: Injured Student
At approximately 1000 hours, Disposition: Report taken.
our Officers responded fo the
CSUSB Health Center regarding
a report of an injured CSUSB
sfrident. A female was playing in Incident: Injured Student

September 30

October 1

October 2

out Officers restpondct^o tne
Vu
red OS
student. A female student was
^^blpwing glass in Visual ^ts
h(k gl^ bi
redness to her right hand and"
fingers. The student was
transported to the Health Center
by a fellow student, where she
was treated and released.
Disposition: Report taken.

October 3
Incident: Fire alarm activated
by discharged extinguisher
At 0110 hrs, an unknown
person discharging the 2nd floor
fire extinguisher on the 3rd floor
setting off the fire alarm in
residential hall # 4.
I was also told that the
resident of room 4201 refused to
leave the room. I went down to
the room and the resident
answered the door, and had red
blood shot eyes, slurred speech,
and emitted the smell of alcohol
from his mouth as he spoke to
me.
I asked the student if I could
look around the apartment and
was told yes. As I looked around
I discovered 3 empty bottle of
hard alcohol, one half full bottle
of vodka, 8 empty beer bottle,
and one 40 ounce bottle of beer
inside the freezer. The building's
R/A took the bottle from the
room and told me that she would
be also writing a report on the
incident.
Disposition: R/A took report

October 7, 2002
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Q{ave you ever used your (oo£s to get
mtn anything?
By TeresUa Sosa
Scene Editor

Name: Justia Parent
Major: Ceranacs
Year: Seniuor
'• I have used my looks be-,
fore 10 sweet talk elderly
women into giving me
large sums of money, i just
give them a flirtly smile."

Name:
Sweetlandv'
Major Psychology
Year: Sophomore
"I once.flashed the band
"311" to gel onto their tour
bus."

Faculty Spot Light
Barbara Kirby
By Pleasance Brown
Staff Writer
Barbara Kirby is her name,
directing the Children's Center
is her game, at least at CSUSB.
Mrs. Kirby is the current
Director of the Children's Center
for the CSUSB campus. Where
her friends just call her "Barb."
She also has apassionateknack
for teaching. She has a "strong
developmental philosophy",
when it comes to working with
her children in the center. She
believes that working with a
"hands on" approach is vital in
order to maintain public
relationship's with her staff and
parents. They bring their kids to the
Children's Center to be lead and
cared for under her guidance.
Barbara hopes to implement a
"new creative curriculum" for the
children, that includes practice
sessions to "express language" and
"new teaching strategies" to
enhance coaching tools. These type

Pleasance Brown/Chronicle
Director: Barbara Kirby
of gainssupportteachers who work
in the Children's Center. Venus
Nuckolls, Lead Teacher at the
Children's Center, believes that
Barbara Kirby is a "very helpful,"
"straight forward," "great Director"
Barbara Kirby is a native of
Orange County. Before coming to
CSUSB, she was a main stay and a.

Knon s

key figure in the Riverside
County's Office of Education,
as well as supervisor for the
Head Start program and the first
Mentor Teacher for the State of
California. Barbara also piloted
a curriculum coach position that
became permanent,steady
employment for those who
warranted the title after she left
the position vacant. Barbara set
out to do bigger and better
things and landed the Director's
position at the CSUSB's
Children Center.
Barbara came back to
CSUSB to pursue a Master's
Degree in Education. She
chose this campus because of its
unique beauty and friendly
atmosphere. She stated she "was
impressed with the campus and
wanted to feel like she was apart

~ Spotlight continued
on Page 17

HALLOwctn Ha u h t

30 YEARS OF FEARS
niy'checsy smile and
f-bat my eye lashes with the girl
^charging at the club to get in
free. I like to save my money
to buy drinks when. Fm in
side."

fm

^ 4.

K }

1%
I

..M

,Naine:,Ni,yia Perez

Oct, 3. 4, .5, 6. 10, 11, 12, 13, 17,

Year: Sophointjrc
" If you look good enough
you don't have to flirt. Just
"SMILE."

18, 19, 20. 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31,

Mni) nov. 1^2

•II Chilling
Name: Sean Green
Major Liberal Studies
Year Senior
" I don't use my looks I use my
n personality. If I'm not interested
in a girl I just act dumb. 1al5» use
my sense of humor to get
i-with things, it's hard to stay mad"^
with a person when your iaugh-.^
ing."

M S c ^reZones

Walk-Thru M a z e s
• Overl,000 Monsters
• 6 Sinister Stage Shows
Lurking in t h e F o g
SAVE UP TO

$21

TICKETS FROM

$CARVR\R.Vj«

$21-$32

Binasiim

halloweenhaunt.com HAUNT LINE: 1-877-858-72T4

^Q^ext weed's question: "Wliat's your Si^est fearr '
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Don't walk
By Lakesha Troupe
Staff WiYcr

For the past couple of weeks fra
ternities and soroities have been
promoting rush week. This was
their opportunity to recruit poten
tial future members. Misha
Pinchuk, of Sig Ep fraternity, said,
" We use rush week as a recruit
ment tool to get new blood in."
If you've always had questions,
wanted to know if you were suited
to be a part of the greek world, or if
you were simply having difficulties
figuring out which one was best for

you, rush week was your cure.
Students were able to ask ques
tions and find out information
about all the fraternities and so
rorities who participated in this
event.
Activities were used as a
tool to help students come out
and see what various organiza
tions had to offer. They were
also used as a way of getting
students to get more involved
in on and off campus activities.
Activities included things such
as Monday night football, out
ings to Jersey's Pizza, Wet and
Wild theme
park, movie
night on cam
pus, roller
blading
in
G r a n d
Terrance, and
much much
more.
At
these events
students were
informed of
what type of
people Greeks

Lambda Theta Phi stand proud.

Interested individuals look into joining a fraternity.
look for, what the requirements are
and the different rules and regula
tions. "We're lookin for fine young
men who like cold bologna sand
wiches," said Misha. Getting in
volved in these type of activities and
becoming a part of a sorority or fra
ternity is a good way to become
known and to become more inclined
as to what is going on around our
campus. Luis Martinez, of Lambda
Theta Phi Latin Fraternity, said, "
Joining a fraternity would be a good
way to get involved on campus and

By Janna Presioh
Staff Writer

meeting that I attended every
second; Tuesday of the

The Alzheimer's Memory''
'"What is Alzheimer's
Walk-a-Thon at CSUSB began
disease? It is the most"'
common form of dementia
yesterday at U.OOp.m, with
participants' $25 fees going
affecting older people and
towards prevention, education, ; involves the parts of the brain
that control thought,
assistance, treatment and
memory, and language. Due
i^searcb for a cure.
Sponsored
by
The
to the brain's inability to
function properly, patients'
Alzheimer's Associations ofLos
; daily activities are seriously
Angeles, Riverside, and San
affect^. Organizations such
Bernardino the walk marked =;
as
the
Alzheimer's
GSUSB's second year of
involvement. An estimated iOCX)
Association have made
walkers were expected to turn
funding possible ; for ,
day
out, compared to last year's 660. , research. Every
A remote broadcastby Kola
scientists learn mwe about
99.9 FM and theXaker Girls: . this disease, but there is no :
provided the entertainment
cure and the causes for
Alzheimer's disease m-e still
accompanying the walk.
Commemorative t-shirts were
unknown. :
,
For more information
handed out to anyone who
registered. well as prizes and
about Alzheimer's and future
awards given out around 2:30
events, please contact the
p.m.. Participants brought their
following telephone no. .
(909) 484-3252 or visit
picnic lunches.
Even pets lent their "Paws
www.alzrivsb.oig
:
for the Cause." Parking was
easily accessed in parking lot D
go
at no charge.
J This special 2-mile Walk-aThon supported people with
: "C-Alzheimer's disease along with
ititeir families and caregivers.
Dona Buckley, who brought
. a group of people including her
i^atfa^ to support the casue. " I
for my father and he has
&Jxheimers, this is the fimt year ;;
iftat I had cime out to this eventifl't he^d,,abqul it at a suppprti

a great way to have a better col
lege experience." There are a lot
of positive attributes that come
along with being associated into
the Greek life.
As rush week has come to an
end, recruiting interested potential
members and replacing question
marks with answers is the out
come all of the participating or
ganizations hope to have accom
plished. With hard work, they
sought after members who will
support their organizations and the

beliefs that come along with the
affiliation. Ruben Carbajal, of
Delta Sigma Chi Coed fraternity,
said, " We're Latino based, but
we welcome anyone from any
background, males and females."
His frat brother, Beto Gonzalez
implied," we have hopefully re
cruited potential rushees that will
become good pledgees and future
good members."
For more information on a
sorority or fraternity and to find
out their contact information
please contact the Student Lead
ership development department
at (909) 880-5234. You may also
visit their office located in the stu-

Representing with pride.
Photos by Joshua Bumett/Chronicle

Human Resource Expo

Someone to Stand by You
2nd AnnuOTatfmePs

RUSH

Medical Group, DeTta Denta
.A
Arrowhead Credit Union and
wl
.African Express wer(^^»ng
ACU likes to
the 17 venHA|-g^^^ prasairt. These
tuldn't want to Know
provide
good
communication
with
liCampanies
drew
the
largest
what their body fat pergej
land
Empire
because
thi
crowds.
Arrow-head
Credit
Union
high Of
That is what more than 100
faculty and staff members questioned
in the community as
when they showed up at the 10th
well,"
annual Human Resources Benefits
Most of the
Expo. It was held in the lower
individuals
who
Commons on Wednesday, with $11
attended
the
expo
flu shots and wellness screenings.
were staff and faculty
"The wellness screenings and
of
CSUSB. It would
learning what different companies
be
wonderful to see
have to offer is what attracts me to
to
see
more people at
the expo," said faculty member Julie
attend
the Human
Jenkins after she finished talking with
Resources
Benefits
one of the health care providers.
Expo
next
year.
Diana Cozad, who puts on the expo
every year, said the expo gives health
Faculty takes time to get vaccinated.
care companies such as Blue Shield
of California and insurance
companies like State Farm Insurance
a chance to tell CSUSB's employee's
know about their services and current
future changes. Many vendors also
offered their training and recruitment
information for anybody wanting to
join their field.Kaiser, Beaver
Belinda Adame
Staff Writer

acjt
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Quentin Moses gladly gets
his pressure taken.
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Latina playwright leaves L.A. 'demented'
By Mathew Taylor

Managing Editor
Silence encompassed the dark
theater of the Los Angeles, Theater
Company as a highly controversial
topic was portrayed. Latinos with
AIDS. "Dementia" is a production
written by Evelina Fernandez a well
known actress and playwright.
The readers might remember
her from an earlier story when she
visited theCSUSB campus.
Fernandez wrote the play about
Dementia, which is one of the last
stages before death.
The play is based on Jose
Guadalupe Saucedo, a dear friend
to Fernandez. The play is used as
an exploration into the mind of one
man as it diminishes in front of his
friends and family. The show opens
with lead character Moises
breathing in deeply the oxygen
generating from his mask when an
angelic being appears. The
supernatural image is a drag queen,
which represents Moises' alter ego,
his inner self and his true feelings.
The opening number called "My
life" is a montage of monologues
and verses that explain each
character and their connection to
Moises.
Moises a middle aged Latino
man is dying of AIDS, it's unclear
exactly where he contacted it but

Photo courtesy of Latino Theater Company
, Star Sal Lopez has been featured in "Selena," "American Me" and "Born in East LA.
it's mystery gives a Betfei*^" that way because It was not gay bashed. Martin left the
understanding as to why he hadn't acceptable to his generation. community and changed who he
told anyone he was infected. This Moises had to portray the was while Moises went a way to
production is almost like reality as masculine role otherwise he would school and then later married a
it explains that homosexuality and be considered a puto (meaning woman so that he could fulfill the
AIDS are not subjects that are 'bitch' in Spanish) or maricon role. Moises later fell in love with
widely spoken about in the Latino (meaning 'faggot' in Spanish), a man named Blias.
The productions plot goes on
which are both terms that demean
community.
AifnittPg Qtt t h e p l ; ^ y e x p l a i n s .
y o l ir
masculinity and your further because it grapples with
makeS" teen pregnancy through Moises'
knew that he was gayy as a young nuT mimy. CHCTTCWH!
teenager but couldn't live his life a to him and his friend Martin being niece Tamara. Tamara had b^n

Professor teaches-class,

English takes
course with
through
history,
fictional
autobiography and magical realism.
Asst. Multi-cultural Editor
Themes include notions of
More than a spring break discovery, the conflict between and
destination—the Caribbean offers convergence of Catholic and
a rich history and an eclectic mix Yoruban belief, and women's roles
of cultures to students. Twice in in and outside of the family.
The goal for the course, and for
the past year, Dr. Luz Elena
Ramirez has offered a Caribbean Professor Ramirez, is to allow
Literature course for the English students to experience island
department, drawing on her cultures through literature and
scholarship and research in Puerto writing.
"Literature transports us to a
Rico, the Dominican Republic,
Cuba, Venezuela, and Colombia, different time and place and when
where she was born. The course, students write about authors such
which focuses on literature from the as Christopher Colujnbus, Jose
Spanish American Caribbean, Marti, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and
generates interest in the Latin Cristina Garcia, they gain insights
American Studies Minor, and it is tiiat go beyond a textbook" states
Dr. Ramirez's hope that her course Professor Ramirez.
She adds that she uses her field
will inspire study abroad in Cuba.
Selected authors of her work as another way to make
syllabus convey their stories novels come alive: "One must share
insight and enthusiasm with
concrete examples. I want
to expose students to this
wonderful constellation of
islands and countries."
If anyone would be right
for this role, it would be
Professor Ramirez. Within
the past year, she has
conducted research in Puerto
Rico and Cuba and therefore
can give her students a first
hand account of these islands,
as
opposed to a simple textPhoto courtesy of altavista
based view. The focal point
Gabriel Garcia Marquez will be
for the course is to reevaluate
examined in class.
By Yazmin Alvarez

with a young man who she thought
loved her and then found out that
he left her for another girl who was
also impregnated. Then the story
also reflects on abortion, through
Raquel who had been pregnant by
Moises in their younger days and
she later had it. aborted because
"they" weren't ready to be parents.
The plot is filled with many
conflicts that make it almost
reminiscent of a novella (soap
opera) but at the same time it could
be representing the lives of some
actual people.
Dementia ends with Moises
finding
forgiveness
and
understanding from his friends and
family. Theendmimicks a biblical
scene of the Virgin Mary mourning
Jesus' death, just as Tamara held a
dying Moises, He pass away
knowing that although she is scared
he has her uncorKiidonaM|i||||^||^
Dementia is the type of
production that will make the viewer
laugh, cry, and be angry all^at.diP*''''
same time.
a production
iHaf wiTf neip to educate about the
Latino community as well as any
other community that views it.
Dementia opened October 3rd
'iand runs until October 20th playing
at the Los Angeles Theater Center
in Los Angeles. For ticket
information call the box office at
.21^

Caribbean cultures from the
falsehood of what some texts
represent.
In spite of the fact that the
course has been offered, in past
quarters, not many students have
been aware of the seminar.
Nonetheless, growing numbers of
students are participating in the,
course and liaiiio g/itned insight
about their choice to be in Dr.
Ramirez's class. One currently
enrolled student, Rhea Rojas,
expects to learn more about the
Hispanic influence in Caribbean
literature.
"Reading texts on Caucasian
males gets boring after 4
years,"says Rojas.
Here is where the benefit of
diversity from the course comes in,
allowing students a more complex
view of island life.
"I expect to gain a broader
knowledge
and
better
understanding of both the people
and cultures from this area and the
literature that they inspire," stated
Amanda Schultz, a student in the
course.
As we see, students have the
opportunity to learn about the
history and literature of the
Caribbean culture. By having
students setting and achieving this
goal. Dr. Ramirez can be proud to
say she is exceptional at doing her
jcA>. Hersyllabus is available online
at http://mail.csusb.edu/--ramirez.

By Youree Martin
Staff Writer
A demure woman of
challenging spirit held a seminar on
Race and Racism" for students at
the Event Center on Wednesday,
October 2, from 2-6pm. Students
were given the option to attend for
extra credit.
Some approximately 200
students came with little interests
other than to gain four extra credits
for, attending. They were in for a
gut- wrenching, thought provoking,
Youree Martin/ Chronicle
emotional tidal wave.
Texeira goes beyond the book
The purpose of showing the
film. Dr. Texeira said, "It is to break know the answer. How can we fix
through the barriers and open it?
"Race and Racism"
discussion." She presented the film
"Color Of Fear" about men of student, George Hanchett, said,"lt.
different ethnic backgrounds was thought provoking though
(White,Black, Latino, Asian and outdated. Some White guys are
Chinese) on a weekend retreat outdated in their opinions. These
discussing their thoughts and guys make me feel disgraced for the
opinions as spectators and /or atrocities committed by my skin
victims of racism. This moving color."
Dr. Texeira teaches this
treatise stirred the unsuspecting
class
every
fall (quarter. Her
emotions of the audience to a lively
innovative
approach
to the subject
discussion.
The audience consisted of matter injects the most evasive of
CSUSB students enrolled in students into lively discourse.
Sociology 180 and 316. "Critical However, it doesn't stop there. The
Thinking" student. Tommy Barnard consensus for most of the
said, "It was good and helped him participants was that all the students
understand what other people go were enlightened to the truth and
through." He said, "I felt like I was likened to that of Barnard-How Can
being picked on and wanted to We Fix It?

spike Lee speaks at a nearby college
applause.
Microphone in hand, Lee,
Staff Writer
dressed in gray cargo pants, a red
Can you determine a person's and white plaid shirt and tan leather
ability based upon a standardized jacket, paced across the stage as he
continued
his
unscripted
test? Spike Lee doesn't think so.
Speaking before a packed monologue
He didn't limit himself to just
house at Claremont McKenna
College's Bridges Auditorium on a couple of film schools, he said.
Monday, Sept. 30, Lee took issue NYU accepted him. Even so, Lee
with several standards - including says you do not learn about
filmmaking, or life for that matter,
Hollywood's.
After
earning
his by sitting in an academic
undergraduate degree from'NYU in classroom.
"You don't become a
Mass Communication, Lee took the
GRE and applied to film school. filmmaker by talking about it," Lee
His marks weren't high enough for stressed. "You become a filmmaker
use
or
UCLA,
the by doing it." And he does it, he
said, because he loves it.
independent filmmaker, said.
Stressing the importance of
"You cannot determine
e n g a g i n g
h e t h e r
yourself with
someone
is
things
you
worthwhile
love,
Lee
based on a
warned college
standardized
lest,"
Lee,
20-somethings
not to choose
whose
film
professions
"She's Gofta
based
upon
Have It," earned
money alone.
the Prix de
Pointing to
Jeunesse Award
people he has
at the Cannes
known who
Film Festival,
walked that
said.
The
path, he says
p a c k e d
they've
ended
auditorium
Photo courtesy ofiiickenna.edu
up
hating
their
with
a
Spike
Lee,
producer
of
"Malcom
agreed
j
o
b
s
resounding
X," and "He Got Game"
By Christy Lochrie

overweight
and
divorced.
"Stop going for
okey-dokey,"
Lee
e m p h a s i z e d .
Continuing, he also
warned not to believe
everything
in
mainstream media.
Touching on the
Enron scandal, Lee
shook his head in
disgust. COOs are
going to jail and getting
massive severance
packages,
Lee
criticized.
"Meanwhile
thousands
of
Americans who have
Photo courtesy of movies.com
worked all their lives?
Denzel Washington stars in Lee produced films "He Got Game," "Malcom X, "
Had their) savings
"Bamboozled" and "Mo' Better Blues"
wiped out," he said.
"Artists really have to be held followed the talk with an open
As he turned his attention to
the Sept. 11 tragedy, he recalled more accountable," Lee said. He microphone question and answer
to be session.
thinking the World Trade Center i!ir rfiiirri
Following the lecture, the
attacks looked like a Hollywood more responsible for its film content.
"What disturbs me most about audience gathered in clusters before
movie. Watching, he realized the
power of U.S. culture and the Hollywood is the way they try to the auditorium to discuss their
bring back old stereotypes," Lee thoughts. "I very much enjoyed the
media.
'These guys grew up watching said. Pointing out movies like'The lecture," said Jessica Maxwell, 18,
Hollywood movies," Lee said of Green Mile" and "The Patriot," from Occidental College. "He
African Americans, he explained, esteems his audience and lets them
the terrorists.
"This really cemented in my are presented as "the supper duper, think for themselves," she said.
"Hopefully, you'll find whatit
"ij Hiiiil Ml j_i 11 " 'TT
mind that we dominate the world _
•wwBsrsf ^BrcTntureT'^nTtE^ throwback to the stereotype of a is-that you love," Lee told the
culture, Lee said, includes music happy slave, Lee said it has no place audience. "These four years are
in the popular culture. Lee critical."
and film.

-Studying Abroadt

J
^
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One student s experience
By Christy Lochrie

Staff Writer
Rogelio Vidal Padilla knows how to
travel
On
a
budget.
Padilla, 23, a CSUSB senior born in
Aguascalientes, Mexico, spent last school
year in Madrid, Spain on a study abroad
program. That program, which included over
100 students from across the U.S., offered
him once-in-a-lifetlme experience, Padilla
said. "You go there not knowing anybody,
you come back knowing everybody,"
stated
Padilla
You might think that kind of jet setting
would cost Padilla an arm and a leg, however
he said he did it on a budget of just $12,000.
Although he and his roommate chose
to live in a two-bedroom apartment that
rented for the equivalent of $800 per month,
cultural things - like wine - were much
cheaper in Madrid. "1 bought a liter of wine
for .57 cents," Padilla said as a grin lit up
his face. "It was more expensive to get a
c
o
k
e
.
"
But while the wine might have been
super-sized, the sodas weren't. "They don't
have extra-large cokes," Padilla said of the
restaurants he and his study abroad friends
frequented. They're just not into the bigger
IS
better
- scene.
What restaurants were into, Padilla said,
was a laid back pace. While Americans
might inhale their food in under an hour,
Europeans take their time. From appetizers
to the main course, coffee to a cigarette, the
meals, including conversation, lasted two
hours
or
more,
he
said.
Ask Padilla what sticks out most in mind

about his study abroad and he'll tell you
about smoking. Estimating that roughly 85
percent of Spaniard's smoke, Padilla said it
was tough to get used to - especially in
r e s t a u r a n t s .
"The people smoke and throw their
cigarettes on the floor," Padilla explained.
That's how you know the good places. The
dirtier the floor, the better, he said.
However, as much as he^enjoyed'tlw
food and travel, it wasn't all fun and games
for him. Enrolled in five classes, Padilla said
one was with other Spaniards. That class,
he said, was unlike Cal State's setup. While
Cal State classes typically include a syllabus,
midterm and final, Spanish classes require
just
one
final.
Although a challenge, Padilla said the
professors were more than helpful to the
visiting students. And nothing was like the
cultural
experience.
"A lot of people ... bonded with each
other,"
he
said.

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
Are

Now offering Delivery to CSUSB £
After 6:00 p m. V bine in only
Now Offering, Delivery to CSUSB Serrano Village.

Limit one Pizza per I.D. • Specialty Pizzas Excluacd
Christy Lochrie/ Chronicle

Rojelio Vidal 'Padilla is back from Spain
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Latino, Hispanic or Chicano:

Club Spotlight;

The difference in a name, the difference in a culture

Latino Business

make a difference to most people population.
According to
because its hard to use one name to www.mexica.net as well as the
Managing Editor
define many heritages. When MEChA de CSUSB website 'The
When one hears names like people in general are grouped most likely source of the word
1. What is the full name of your
Chicano or Hispanic you together it makes each group a lilit^. ^ [Chicano] is traced to the 1930 and
club? AKA (also known as)?
automatically think it's
bit resentful of the title. The ti^^^940s period, when poor, rural
Latino Business Students Asso
Mexican, but that is cqmpi
MexicanK^^been put into t^ Mexicans, often native Americans,
ciation.
(LBSA)
the case. These names ai
situational^ now it is being used weredmported to the US to provide
2. Who is the President?
are made just to classify
as the so|^^ term to represent H cheap field labor, under an
Interim President, Magda Mogroups of people that are
Latin pe^||g Mexicans beiigi : agreemOTt of the governments of
r
a
1
e
s
descent. CollectivelJ wbcn people
are citizena.frdrij both ,countries. The term seems to
3. What is the purpose of this
thinking of "Spanish peqllM|&e Mexico,ftAH^rm 4aiTs less havecome into first t^in the fields
o r g a n i z a t i o n ?
thinks of any p|^p^tiiaif;^|aKS
and mlybl'eydri of California in dritision of the
LBSA exists for the purpose of
^Spanish or a <^^ect tjlat; 4 a J
fitt^^iiLatinOj-ilthough ±e inability of native Nahuatl speakers
exemplifying and encouraging
derivative of
, It- is U l|^y 3iitiye^^c|ri f^priiation within from Morclos State |o refer to
professionalism to all students.
imprecise Jand . sometimes idle Latin AmeEKaneountries is not themselves as 'MexiCanos' and
4. Who are your target meminappropria^^SscripllOfli^^ilfP inclttdeaff Latino then being a better instead spoke of themselves of
b
e
r
s
?
encompasses people from all OVCT lable because its able to encompass 'Mesheecanos' in accordance with
Susie Medina/ Chronicle
Freshman and sophomores dur
the world, but mainly from the all people having a lineage going the pronunciation rules of their
Magda
Morales
ing the beginning of the year.
North American continent, the back to Latin America.
language."
Throughout the year, our business development, but
Caribbean and Spain.
"I wouldn't mind being
Former ASI presidential
recruting targets anyone who proudly extends its oppurtunities
One of the first terms to called Hispana,.LatinaiiOr Chkana. advisorrFemiimRar^e? says "As
seems enthusiastic to join an orr to all students regardless of their
be used is
began
; Ifeel it refers toMexicans, althpu,
'a member of MECh^Pl consider
g a n i z at i on
age or ethnic!^; including^M^
during the Nix'on presideiKy arid ti~- I'm not sure whether I'm <x«T^t
myself a Chicanb. fpf political
5. What time do you meet? dents from community colleges.
was made as ar^ay 'of pUtM^all not., because I'm from Centra
reasons.! There's a quote from the
:6pm every Wednesday, lower 8. What are the benefits of join
Spanish speaking persons together. America." Sayg-~''-©eorgiaa| 'El Plan de Aztlan' that Uys no one
c
o
m
m
o
n
s ing
this
clubtv
Instead of having air the <^triral Hernandez, CSUSB student.
• .>li is born ta chicano. ..Chicanismo
6. Who should one contact if LBSA proyj^i^our membere
groups divided ^d-j^re^nt^l it
Another term used to arises
from ^ political
they'd
like
to ' join?'^ ' wl^^^^^mities to partici
allowed them tO:^^^ani|lulated so ^escribesomerLatinos fs Chicano. consciousness."
If you are interested, please call pate in programs and activities
that the people that fit into Nixon's Chicano is'a tgrm that recently has
The iWeb'sites continue to
our office in Jack Brown Hall that will facilitate the progres
beliefs could be his major become reclaimed by many explain that the "term was
536 at (909) 880-7216, leaving sion of their academic, professpokesmen and voters for him Mexican descendants. Although the appropriated by Mexicanyour full name and contact iu' sioi^ ^d personal abiliti^.'For
However, this term is supposed to beginning usage of the word American activists who took part
formation to Karma Miranda or example: earning scholarehips,
represent those who have a dir^t Chicano had a bad connotation
Robert
Valdemar. attending out yearly national
lineage to Spain.
becauseiiwasrepnillilllLlUvtul iIn
Who
can
join? conference, or playing sports
^^illlDIIU
A term like Hispanic may field workers which were thought
LBSA is based around Latino,! against
.schools.
seem harmless but it really does to be lower than the rest of the
By Mathew Taylor

Continued on page 17

For more information
on becoming a teacher, contact
CatTeach - your one-stop
information, recruitment and
referral service for individuals
considering or pursuing a
teaching career.
CalTeach can help you explore
this exciting career, provide
information about current
incentives and benefits, assist
you in understanding the
credentialing process and, once
you become credentialed, direct
you to the teacher recruitment
centers for job placements.

Make the difference
of a lifetime. Teach.
Call 1-888-CALTEACH
(225-8322) or visit
www.calteach.com
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Out of the frying pan and into the fire
Lavay Smith and Her Red Hot Skillet Lickers heat up the night
By Jose Lizairaga
Staff Wruter
Not very many people can play
Duke Ellington's It don't mean a
thing if it ain't got that swing with
as much flare as the master himself.
However, Lavay Smith and Her
Red Hot Skillet Lickers managed
to do a great job with their cover at
the Performing Arts Recital Hall.
On October 2, the band played
with a mix of straight-ahead, blues
and swing, Lavay Smith and Her
Red Hot Skillet Lickers gave the
students and visitors of Cal State
San Bernardino some humor and a
lively upbeat jazz and swing music.
They recreated songs by legends
like Duke Ellington and Dinah
Washington. While staying in sync with original scores and songs.
"Some things never go out of
style..." Said Lavay Smith during
I the show. Lavay Smith and Her Red

Hot Skillet Lickers are an 8-piece
swing/jump band from San
Francisco, consists of four horns,
piano, upright bass and drums.
Hailed as one of the sexiest people
of 1999 by Los Angeles Magazine,
the lead singer, Lavay, with her
wonderful stage personality and
strong singing voice, she brings a
touch of class and femininity to the
stage. Sheconveys this through the
way she sings her songs, such as
One- Hour Mama and Oh Papa Do.
Lavay is only one portion of
the recipe that heats up the stage.
The band itself is just as spicy as
the lead singer is. The trombone
player, Danny Armstrong, became
so stimulated during Evil Gal
Blues, that he got up out of his seat
played out in the audience. One
audience member,Aquila Jacequett
said,"I never pictured myself
listening to diis type of music, but
after this show 1 wanna start a

band"! "A couple of [the band
members] were real good," said
Kalomo Johnson, anodier audience
member, referring to Mike Olmos,
Danny Armstrong and the pianist
Chris Siebeit who also happens to
be the bandleader and arranger.
Lavay Smith and Her Red Hot
Skillet Lickers is just the fmst of
many bands scheduled for the "First
Wednesdays"
series
of
performances for the 2002-2003
school year at Cal State San
Bernardino which take place the
first Wednesday of every month.
"Bring Children, or tell your
friends," declared Robb Dunn the
chairman of music forCal StaleSan
Bernardino.
The
"First
Wednesdays" series'
next
performance will be by The
Boxtails Theater Company. If the
other performances turn out to be
as good as the first, it's sure to be a
great year.

Photos by Jose Uzarraga, illistration by Shareena C. Clark

I<.iiidonfTntr?tc^qiiiz:'Narhe"tw6 thrcc-meniber bands who's bass player is also lead singer. First
•
three corregt kids get ai prize. Send answers to: dmb_fire_dancer_10@>ahii(i.com ' '
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that's mLife

A lil' bit
of Poetry
The Last day...
Of my mourning.
I wove my fingers
Through the early
Tourqulse light.
The tea kettle.
Of settled stearn
Left our images
Loose and tight
Remember the moons
Your hand fashioned
Yarn medallions
Manually spun,
Reckless,
Like my dangling mind
Come undone.
My hair unraveled.
Missing its plastic beads
Of black and white.
Counted and removed

400
m«w7- .
.?.?

l*i

u?^ i

and

fUnlimited Night i Weekend minutes for life,
®
gadgets, choose from Levi's jeans, DVDs, Loews
""Of® -JUS' 'or signing up! Check oyt all the stuff at attwireless.com/gear.

wrth •tw»-v««r comrKt

long *« ycu r^mmr, on th#

As your moods.
From dark to light.

pUa

visit a patiKiiiittii^j AT&T Wirrdnss Store. Authori/od D-^nU-r or a{t.virol-«.s rftio/'iPa-

welcome tomllFe.

You were my private
collection,
a recolection,
Bi illiaru as art
Leaving feathers
Of your masculine features
that never enchanted
anyone
but me.
-By Catherine Howl
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Keeping
you
connected
Concerts coming to a venue somewhat near yoji...
Kottonmouth Kings

^Glass House

The Unseen

Oct. 10
Oct. 10

; Lxiuri Anderson

Oct. 11

Local Hardcore Night
Thin Lizzy

liiifThe
^ Heart Bf'eakers

Grand Olympic

Oct. 15

uff Ehdz
Def Comedy Jam

Universal Amphitheatre

IncubUi
Last week's random music quiz answers: Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, Jim Morrison,
Kurt Cobain and Robert Johnson. Coincidence? I think not!!
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Coyote movie ticket

Womens Work Art & Performance
Exhibition:

By Ivan Fernandez and
Marcos Landin

On October 8,2002, the womens recource center will be
hosting an art show featuring numerous atrists from the CSUSB
campus and surrounding communities.
The event is free of charge and will be held in the
CSUSB Student Union Event centers A B and C. Tlie show will
start at 11am and will end at 2 pmAt noon there will be musical
performances by female ardsts.
for more Information, contact the Women's Recource
Center at (909)880-7203.

Snootchie Bootchies! This week,
we welcome the return of Marcos
Landin and his wheel of love. Not
only that, but we've got tons of
great stuff for you this week. It's
35mm overload!
M arcos: First off, what the hell is
going on with Superman? For those
of you who missed last week's is
sue like 1 did, 1 think I'd rather have
Keanu play Superman instead of
having that -awful script. A
Smallville movie would be better.
Ivan: Wouldn't it be better if I
played Superman? I mean, look at
me, I'm the Mexican Clark Kent.
Marcos; Hey Ivan, I heard some
thing about M. Night making an
other film. Would you happen to
know anything about that?
Ivan; Why wouldn't you know? I
certamxly do. M. Night appeared
on UK TV and talked about his lat
est film, "Tempos Fugit;".
"My next movie is going to be
based on death - how it can pos
sess people, and make them want
to venture into suicide. It revolves
around Gilbert Foley, a man in his
40s living in modern-day Philadel
phia who stumbles across a Ouija
^}bard and begins talking to the
spirit of a woman named
CJa.s.suntlrci, She .-say.s that Death is
ouUoQ^l^brh^ and he must
le^'^thing is,
fascinated with dying, and gives up.
Cassandra must convince him oth
erwise, or a terrfbJe wrath will be
Ivan: I hope it's not another Sixth
Sense, because we all know hap•pened there.

on camjjus

Styx Coming to CSUSB
On December 12, 8pm
S^x^LU be playing The :
Coussoulis Arena at
Tickets go on sale on October 8
at Sam at the Arena Box Office;
ticket prices range from $35 tO;
$50.

Photo from Filmforce.ign.com
Marcos: Hey Ivan, I heard you "Fight Club". I am wet with antici-.
found a picture of NightCrawler pation. That or my bladder gave
from X-Men 2 due out next year.
out.
Ivan: Yup, and it's pretty cool.
Marcos: POP! ,
Ivan: Anyway, next week, we'll
Check it out:
Ivan: And yes, he has blue skin have some DVD reviews of Reslike in the comics.
Marcos: Hey Ivan, what's tfiS^deal tion. Pulp Fiction: Special Edition,
with Darren Aronofsky's "Foun Jackie Brown and True Romance.
That's a lot of DVD's. Good thing
tain" starring Brad Pitt?
Ivan; It's been cancelled. Brad Pitt you bought them with a gift card
decided to bow out.
Marcos.
Marcos: What? Does Brad^itT"*
""51II i (jinil I III liMiiiiiiij, wMil i iiC,
have iiiiillii M [If Mile of ff h
in Sir-Mix-A-Lot, I like big butts and
. shoot?
I cannotlte. iSee y'aU next.week.
Ivan: Ha Ha. You crack me up
wider than Andre the Giant's be
E-mail us at:
hind. But Aronofsky is looking to
direct Choke, a novel by Chuck
coyotemovleticket@hotmail.com
Palanuik, the same guy who wrote

Photo from www.stixwortd.com

First Wednesdays schedule for Fall
November 6: Boxtales Theatre Company, Performance time7:30pm. ;
December 4: Stuart Green
Performance time 7:3C^m
January 8: Inland Percussion Group
Performance 7:30pm

One winner for last week's random music quiz
Come on people. I know you like free stuff. Everyone likes free stuff.
If you think you know the answer to the music quiz,e-mail me and get
your prize. B-mail: dmb_fu'e_dancer_10@yahoo.com

Check this out
It's Showtime at the Apollo" is having open auditions on October 12
in Riverside. If you want a space call those cats at (909) 787-4629.
You could win $1,000 and a performance in New york!

Two Loons Quick CD Review

The path you choose today
can lead to tomorrow's success.
s t a t e Compensation

i n s u r a n c e

If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the post-graduation
job market/then toss your hat in with State Fund.
State Fund,the leading workers'compensation insurance carrier in
California, is interested in graduates seeking opportunit>' and stability.
We offer a wide range of positions throughout California, plus an
environment that will foster your continued growth.
At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional training to
expand your horizons,and many advancement possibilities. Learn how
you can join us by visiting vww.scif.com or by contacting Human
Resources at 415-565-1722. Then launch your career with State Fund
and rise to new heights.

Fund
Career opportunities
may be available In:

•Marketing
• Communications
• Underwriting
• Claims
• Loss Control
• Business Services
• Customer Service
• Legal
•Inlorr
ifdrmation Technology
• Finance and Accounting
• Human Resources
•Administration

STATE
FUND

CelMore Worry Less*

Photo From www.twoloon5.com

By Shareena C. Clark
A&E Editor
A new band has just come out of
Seattle. Two Loons for tea has a
unique sound. It's kind of like
someone took Beta Band songs,
remixed them, added a female
singer and released them into the
wild.
"Two Loons for Tea
blends modern rock, alternative,
pop, trip-hop, jazz and R&B. The
result is a very eclectic original

sound: think Portishead...meets
Bjork...meets The Cartigans."
Wrote Chad D. Smith in a Septem
ber press-release.
The Two Loons Release
Looking for Landmarks is by far
the most original mix I have heard
this year, this is what happens
when a truly gifted group of
people get together and decide to
make music.
Anyone who likes any
type of music will relate to this new
band and style. This is one for the
collection!
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Curious Coyote:

THE OTHER
OF ADVERTIS
"The FIRST AIM OF PHE
NOMENOLOGY is to reawaken
a sense of wonder about one's en
vironment. The Giant sticker at
tempts to stimulate curiosity and
bring people to question both the
sticker and their relationship with
their surroundings" stated Fairey
in his Manifesto.

Jesse Henderson

Op/Ed Editor
i >41^

In a world saturated in
advertising, some are fining a
'Way
to .
combat
persuasive advertising campaigns
with creativity and irony.

On my commute on Interstate
15 to CSUSB from Rancho
Cuca m o n g a , n o t h i n g
,gives me more pleasure than
spotting Obey stickers on
electrical boxes and on overhead
passes. Then when I round the
junction on to the 2101 repeatedly
see a Mc Donald's billboard
provoking motorists to honk if
they're hungry for the massive Big
4
Mac, fries, and beverage that
taunts them beside the ad line.
Despite theoffer, no one honks and
I long to see an improved billboard
.,by "culture jammers". A culture
jammer is an affectionate pet name
that Adbusters Magazine gives to
artists, pranksters, and activists in
line with thier cause.
In a war on the corporate
marketing battlefield. Walls,
b i l l b o a r d s .

then utilized for art and public an
nouncements. Sorry Moby.
Adbusters also creates annual so
cial marketing campaigns. Coming
up next month is Buy Nothing Day.
""United We Spend?" United Let's
Don't. If enough jammers tum their

So do you write on the bath
room wall? Or maybe you
thought of changing faces andslogans in magazines. Would
consider yourself the thinking
man's vandal? Obey giant might
spark your interest, but a perusal
of Adbusters Magazine plaCi^=
you in the world of the culture
jammer.
Illustration by Shepard Fairey
the Internet^|nd television are all
fare game. Shej^d Fairey's Obey
giant campa^n, Adbusters
Magazine, am^le a
organization Truth find ways of
opening, people's minds to what
their eyes see, and destroys the
"truth" consumers are led to
b
e 1 i
e
v 'e
Graphic designer Fairey started
the Obey giant campaign m^nly^

as a joke with his skateboarding
friends in Rhode Island; it has
grown in to an
menology. we refers to
Heidegger's defi^lwn of
Phenomenology that says
Phenomenology is "the process of
letting
things . manifest
themselves."
Pairey's work is easily recogniz
able by the appearance of the dark
foce of the late WWF wrestling
star Andre the Giant, sometimes
accoiii^anied by the command to
OBEY glaced under the forebod
ing face!-You are forced to ask
yourself "What does that mean?"
The answefaccordii^ia£aii«y is"
that it," bas pt>%eaning but exists
only
to
ea^se
people
to react, to conten^ate and search
for meaning iq||1ie sticker."

"'•'-TfirefcmT&a^crbss Adbusters
on the net, and I was immediately
drawn in by their spoof a(te. You^
got to love it. Whether it's Hitler
selling GAP khakis, or a big fat
hairy male stomach selling
Calvin Klein's
men,
ape the .irony.
Adbusters Magazine is a not-^^
profit, reader-supported publica
tion that is concerned with "the
erosion of our physical and cul
tural environments by commercial
forces."

one day, November 29 could mark
the delivery of a landmark social
message. More than a million
people will celebrate 11 years of
opposition on the unofficial "open
ing day" of the Christmas frenzy.
Play this one right and we will
make Buy Nothing Day 2002 a glo
bal event on par with Earth Day."

A recent article I read in
Adbusters told the story of activ
ists in Vancouver taking back the
walls in their city from mass ad
vertisers, their slogan," Space re
served for community activities,
Another campaign encoiuages
local posters and art. Bvetything
all
of
us to live outside the box, the
else is PAINTBAIT." Excessive
ad postering pushing Moby's new TV that is, on Tum Off TV week
album are covered by pg^riand /^April 22-28. Do you think you

The Obey giant has conjured
up fear in viewers who are prone
to
create
elaborate
explanations of the giants' sinis
ter intentions, some going s© far
as to beliiivediat the image is con
nected to ^ subversive unde^_^
ground cult. "Many stickers have
been peeled down by people who
were annoyed by them, consider
ing them an eye sore and an act of
petty vandalism, which is ironic
considering the number of com
mercial graphic images everyone
in America society is assaulted
with daily," stated Fairey.
Obey giant has become a phe
nomena with stickers and posters
found all around the world.
Whether you appreciate the Obey
giants' existence or not, isn't a con
cern, the experiment continues to
grow beyond Fairey's absent in
tentions.
KHAKI*
Illustration from adbiisters.com

Illustration from adbusters.com
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and not just what the companies
who make their money selling
cigarettes want you to think."
Body bags representing dead
smokers, and complete disclosures
of the contents of cigarettes is just
some of the ways that Truth uses
imagery and information to illumi
nate society to the real dangers of
cigarettes. It stings, stop it. Igno
rance is bliss.

Illustration from adbusters.com

Truth respects peoples right to
freedom of choice but they main
tain that "it's tough to make the
best decisions about something
unless you know the whole truth,

could abstain from watching tele
vision for five days? Better yet, do
you know how much of your life
is spent watching an electric box?
Watching that Hot Pocket in the
microwave does not make the
heating process go any faster and
it just might make you a little
slower.

Is it better to know reality so in
tensely? I don't know, that is a
question for other people who for
get that we happen to be living in
the information age. 1 see value in
knowing all the facts so you can
make informative decisions. 1can't
say its easy knowing the truth.
Adults make decisions that they
know are harmful, but they do it
anyway. I don't think that is going
to end anytime soon. If you want
to live out of reality then culture
jammers, obey giant. Truth, and
the graffiti artists of the world are
going to be out breaking you of
your thoughtless patterns.

On to a subject dear to my
lungs, smoking. I have to admit I
love to smoke. I cried when I heard
Dennis Leary quit smoking. Why
Dennis? However, even being the
hopelessly devoted smoker I am, I
see Truth in a positive light. Truth
states, "Our main goal is to alert
everyone to the lies and hidden
practices of the cigarette compa
nies, while giving people the tools
Wvie a voice in changing that."

RUDE IS COOL?!
die,*' onefriendly looking bloke
wore in 144-point font:
Yowsers. Ciot the impression he i
wasn't the touchy feeling type.-^
"Me pass up a b^?|
|
Okay, maybe 1 don't;
passed somewhere near thei;
like it, but I'm used to the "rude
pepper spray-in-a-pen display®!
is cool" culture. Yeah, we glue
And "Evil Inside," made his/
ourselves in front of cathode ray
way shortly after. I didn't thlnlb'
tubes and watch as survivors to ask if that was Doctor. Or if
really, what did they survive?; thCTC was a Mini Me inside:
hold council and dish on one
Next lime. "Drive it like you"
another. Then, in a morphed!
stole it," another read.
form of democracy, they vote (?)
But it was leaving^
each other out.
Pomona that I read my fav.,
Or attractive and;
With white tube socks stretched >
intelligent women ante up for a
across his bent legs, a gent?^
chance to marry a bachelor who
hunched over and pedaled his^
- read - can't find a woman on
bicycle. His buzzed head madehis own. What's that ail about?
Uiis top half aerodynamic whiiej
Speaking of women ;With:
his baggy denim shcHts captur^'
expensive taste^ have y pMcaught
the wind like a makeshiftAnna Nicole, "it's expensive to
parachute. "If you can read dus:?
-ibeme.^lSraith'sshow? Stop the
the bitch fell ofr," his T shouted.'«
i n s a n i t y !
Really? Did she fall off or did
; A sprinkling of Jerry here, a dab
she
. of Geraldo tbere^ add cameras
and - bam - you've got prime
time. And just in case you missed
it the first go 'round, the truly
outrageous make their way to
news programs, rnagazines^
m hatch book
deals. Like the $500K- morsd
Richard Hatch landed. (And
revitalized, according to Variety.)
Think it's just the TV
set who tune into cool rude?
i^^nlv if vnii
a
WM1* 11
<
•abachelOTwnefsvf^^
jOTagipg for computer parts at the
i^!cdtety Fairplex's computer
Picture courtesyof
show last summer, I was stunned
by, the walking billboards
;The Anna Nicole Smith
buzzing about. "Poke me and
like to remember.
Christy Lochric
Staff Whwr

K II

• A NORMAL ROOMMATE
*'V.

• NUTRITIOUS DORM FOOD

rtjSOOB
To KNolV
WHAT you THINK?

& A BANK THAT LISTENS
TO ITS CUSTOMERS
UNBELIEVABLE, BUT TRUE.

WE HEARS YOD. At Washington Mutual, we give our cuscomers things they ask for,

G0T0^4^R

like truly Free Checkii^ that doesn't pile on fees every month. Plus, free standard

ITH I«A<r>

Online Banking and free account access at over 2,000 of our ATMs nationwide.

In Cohoots with

Just like you asked for. (Sorry we can't help you out with the roommate situation.)

The Coyote
Chronicle

Washington Mutual
MORE

HUMAN INTEREST."

San Bernardino/East Highland - 2020 E. Highland Ave.
San Bemaxdino/West Highland - 315 W. Highland Ave.
FDIC Insmed

1.800.788.7000

Selected opinions will
appear in the Op/Ed
section.

email your opinions to

.eclll

jhender2@csusb
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Ns>e>PMkeM.

^UBUJflV^
6-inch Sub
Buy on» 6" Sub & a Large Drink and Get a
Second 6" Sub of Equal or Lesser Value Free
Oa» CwiroM p^r cu»mi»r. Net valid with any etfcaratfar.
Of far valid at tUa leeaSen only Exeluda* fraah value meala.

e«v 2 MM nvaa £•<(uu
(In Ulwrtaan SboHdafl Cvfiler)

Subway Sandwichas
41S4 N. Sierra Way
San Bernardino CA 02407
(000) 88e-334S

Enrich Spanish and Earn
Teaching Credential in Mexico
Earn a Multiple Subject Teaching Credential
in 12 months in Mexico & San Diego, CA
Student Teach in Mexican Schools!
Earn a CLAD/BCLAD!
Up to 1/3 of Costs Covered by Program!
Additional Financial Aid Available!
Program Dates:
June 2003 - July 2004
Application Deadline:
March 15, 2003
Contact:
Dr. Nena Torrez
ntorrez@csusb.edu
(909) 880-7321 or 886-5517

www.gateway.calstatc.edu/csuienet/bclad

Chronicle
wants to
hear
from
YOU
Give us your
feedback.:
Call us at
(909) 880-5289,
E-mail us at
sbchron@csusb.edu
or drop us a line
at UH-037

Cross Cultural Center
4p.m. - 1 2 midnight

Oct 11 & 12
for more info call:
Student Union
Cross Cultural Center
@ X7204

The 'Chronicle' sends it prayers to
Ad Rep. Melissa Romo who was in
an accident this passed weekend

Get Well Soon. We miss you
C L A S S I F I E D S

Hispanic Inventor needs Hispanic mkting student for research
into Hispanic product category. Call Gene Hernandez 760-7991991
Fraternities-Sororities-Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at 888-923-3238, or visit
www.campusfinder.com

Paid Advertorial

ASI Advertorial

The mission of ASI is to serve students.

Oct. 7, 2002

Report Outlines Corporation's
Mission, Goals and Means
An executive annual report
released by Associated Stu
dents, Inc. (ASI) places top pri
ority on principles of policy de
velopment that concentrate ul
timate authority within the cor
poration to students and their
representatives on the Board of
Directors.
The report outlines ASI's
mission for the 2002-2003 fis
cal year and serves to advice the
Board of Directors and the
university's president on pro
grams, policies and partner
ships that could create a suc
cessful year for the corporation
and its stakeholders.
Under the Articles of Incor
poration, ASI acts as the offi
cial voice of the nearly 16,000
students at California State, San
Bernardino. Systemwide and
siaiewide mandates bestow ASI
authority to raise and allocate
funds, coordinate and support
student activities, and serve as
liaison between the students,
faculty and the university's ad
ministrators.
Subsequent mission objec
tives outlined in the report in
clude increasing the quality.

diversity and effectiveness of
ASI student leaders through
strict leadership accountability,
viable leadership networking
and effective communication
with stakeholders. Building
solid partnerships with auxilia
ries, the president's office. Stu
dent Affairs, university divi
sions, colleges and departments
are also emphasized.
The report cites several key
areas to complement ASI's
goals this year, including build
ing a professional and inclusive
image of ASI by expanding
Lobby Corps and the public
relations program, implement
ing selective student appoint
ments, facilitating College Ad
visory Councils and hiring a
full-time program coordinator.
"If we have any year that
we'll see the campus change
very quickly, and change for
the benefit of the students, it
will be this year," said Erik
Faliis, ASI president, citing
opportunities created by the
growth in student population.
"The caliber of leadership in
ASI is strong and will be the
backbone for further growth."

Voter Registration Drive
Student Union Courtyard
October 7-10, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. October 14-17, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

oyole
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CSU Trustee Visits
Campus
California State University
(CSU) Trustee Erene Thomas
praised the university's leaders
for their work in creating a
healthy growth environment for
construction expansions and
student enrollment.
"Cal State, San Bernardino
is a really good campus, and it
definitely has a lot to offer,"
Thomas said.
Thomas attended the
administration council and
faculty senate's meetings and
spoke with ASI's executive
officers, California Faculty
Association and California
State Employee Association
members, and Student Union
representatives on Sept. 30.
"Her visit was extremely
positive," said Ann Marie
Butler, ASI external affairs
director. "She also expressed a
desire to come back."
As a student appointee from
Cal Poly Pomona, Thomas sits
on the systemwide 25-member
Board with the state's governor,
lieutenant governor and CSU
chancellor.
The Board of Trustees of
California State University is
charged with succeeding to the
"powers, duties and functions
with
respect
to
the
, manager
and control of the state
colleges," according to bylaws.

The BOX OFFICE
A C'j: ij;3ic]k:ets

Magic Mountain
Universal Studios
Sea World
Knott's Berry Farm
Long Beach Aquarium
San Diego "Zoo
Wild Animal Parle
Medierval Times
Legoland

$21.50 Adult
$28
$31
$21.50
$12
$25
$22.50
$33
$29

$15 Child
$28
$26
$IO
$6.50
$16
$17
$25
$29

Scandia

$io

$io

Buy tickets to your favorite movie theater. Mountain
High ski resort, and feature campus performances.
The Box Office is adjacent to the clock tower.
Call (909) 880-5932for more information.

In Need of Legal Advice?
The College Legal Clinic offers
FREE consultation and lawyer referrals to students.
Staff a n d faculty p a y a $ 1 5 fee.

Civil, Consumer, Insurance,
Wrongful Termination,
Personal Injury

October 10
Employment & Social Security,
Criminal, Bankruptcy
October 15

^ppdntments from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
Call (909) 880-5936 for appointment.
Visit ASI Suite SU-144Aor email asi-clc@csusb.edu

-Shooting continued
from page 1

-Chicano Continued
from page 10

sitting in his vehicle a
couple of rows over when he
heard four gunshots. His car was
then hit by a bullet in a second
burst of shooting.
"I just froze after my car got
hit. I looked up and saw a couple
of guys running and then I heard
a car take off and the guy laying
in the street."
According to sources
involved with the event, six to
eight individuals in gang attire
showed up at the Event Center
entrance at approximately 11:30
p.m. The individuals did not
have school identification and
refused to pay the $10 cover
charge. After being asked to
leave, the group reportedly
loitered around the parking lot
for 15 minutes.
It is alleged that the
assailants were from this group;
however police were unable to
confirm this.
Reportedly, representatives
from the fraternity and campus
police met earlier in the week to
discuss the needs for security and
possible points of stress. It is
unclear at this time what final
arrangements were made.
According to campus
police, this case will be
investigated thoroughly in the
upcoming week.
This is the first shooting at
Cal State in eight years.
According to Lt. Brian Bodily,
the last incident involved eerily
similar circumstances and
happened in almost the exact
same location.

in the Brown Power
movement of the 1960s and
1970s in the US southwest, and
has now come into widespread
usage.
Among more "assimilated"
Mexican-Americans, the term
still retains an unsavory
connotation,
particularly
because it is preferred by
political activists and by those
who seek to create a new and
fresh identity for their culture
rather than to subsume it blandly
under the guise of any
mainstream culture."
For more information and a
better description of the many
names and definitions check out
the MEChA website at
www.geocities.com/
mechadecsusb2001
or
www.mexica.net

'-Spotlight continuea
from page 5
of a team" and in all that it had to
offer. Barbara also chose the
campus for its luxurious location.
She says she loves it and would
not think of going anywhere else.
Mrs. Kirby says that here
future plans look promising. She
wants and hopes to be apart of the
new Institute of Education that's
in works for CSUSB in 2005.
. She hopes that she wins the
hearts of her staff members in
that, it engages the opportunity
for a "permanent faculty position"
here at CSUSB.
Barbara is currently teaching
in Riverside. She has received a
number of honors and special
awards. She graduate with honors
at CSUSB before moving of to
the Masters Program.
She was nominated for the
Inland Empire Teacher Honor
Role for Teacher of the Year and
received acknowledgements for a
Disney Award.
Barbara Kirby (Barb) has
been in the field of Education for
32 years.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING HRM HAS IMME
DIATE OPENINGS IN:
*Cust. Service/Sales
*Part Time/Full Time
^Flexible Schedules
*Intemships
*High Pay/Great Exp.
We will be accepting applications Monday, Sept 30th
and Monday Oct, 7th From 9am-2pm between Univer
sity Hall + Student Union.
www.workersforstudents.com

Off to a Running Start
Corinne Jamieson

Staff Writer
The women's Cross Country
team has started off their season
strong. With the best team since
1997, the women's team is already
ranked in the top five of the CCAA
Conference.
"They are a tremendous group
to work with," says coach Tom
Burleson. 'They work hard."
That's just what they have
done. They placed seventh at the
UCR Cross Country Invitational on
September 21, with top runner
Tanya Zeferjahn finishing sixth.
At the Fresno State Invita
tional, Sept. 14, the women took
ninth in the 5-kilometer race. The
Coyotes were fifth out of the nine
CCAA teams competing that day.
During their first meet of the
season at the USD Cross Country
Invitational on Sept. 7, CSUSB
placed fourth, with two runners fin
ishing in the top ten.
This past Saturday the 'Yotes
finished third in the Cal Poly

Kermit R. Boyd

Sports Editor

Phoio By Robert Whitehead
Pomona Invitational with Zeferjahn
finishing second as CSUSB top
runner.
There are 11 new runners join
ing the CSUSB team this season.
Freshman Tanya Zeferjahn from
Hesperia High School is ranked
number one on the team. Z«ferjahn
has been the top finisher for Coy
otes in four straight meets.
Other key newcomers are Ruth
Barron, a transfer from RCC who

ranks fourth and freshman Candice
Palmer from Redlands East Valley
High School, who ranks fifth.
Only 3 runners returned from
last year: Hannah Knight, Katie
Pederson, and Adalia Cabanyog.
Knight, a senior, is ranked number
two on the team. Pederson, a senior,
rounds out the top three. Knight and
Pederson are both Academic All
Americans; they are the first ever
in CSUSB history.

Another first is Kristen Garcia,
a senior, who is also a member of
the Softball team. Garcia was allCCAA outfielder in 2002 and will
be playing again this year.
The team suffered a couple of
injuries early on but are all healthy
now.
Burleson hopes that his team
will keep up their high ranking. His
goal for this season is to stay in the
top five.

Soccer Update

il &*tH rURCS:
r.O-T'C

Now if you're tuning in, you
are in for a treat but are probably
wondering what the heck is the
"Da' Noise?"
Here's the skinny. Da* Noise
will be a column written by me,
the sports editor, and will address
various issues that are taking
place in sports at Cal State San
Bernardino.
The 411: In the past five
years CSUSB sports have been
able to flourish at the Division II
level and will continue to do so
as our fine academic
grows.
Most recently, the women's
volleyball team has seen a tre
mendous ainot^at^success unKim Cherniss and
has been able to dominate oppo
nents.
Volleyball features two AllAmericans in Kim Ford and Kim
Morohunfola and twelve-year
coach Kim Cherniss who recently
reached the 2(X) win milestone.
•:^j(^^,yolJeMbidLiauad is stacked

In women's action, Freshman
Beth Marshall banged in a goal in
touts this year's team as being the
the 78th minute to give Cal Slate.
most talented she's ever coached.
ij^nardino a 1-1 tie with San
SAN FR^C
overken their win streak record of 13
"scored the match-winning Francisco State
!bllegiate Athletic
games and is riding a No. l^rankgoal three minutes into the firstAssociation women's soccer match
QA while sitting'atop*
overtime Friday to give San Fran
before 348 fans.
the
cisco State a 2-1 men's soccer vic
Hold ^f^Twfiat alDout soc
Marshall's goal, off an assist
tory over Cal State, San Bernardino
cer and cross-country? Men's soc
by junior midfielder Erin Keller,
in a California Collegiate Athletic
cer at CSUSB should perfoiin at
came 73 minutes after the Gators
Association match.
a level Jhat will furnish a berth in
broke on top in the opening five
Patrick's fourth goal of the sea
the CCAA conference tourna
minutes of the match, scoring off a
son came off a centering pass from
ment This is the same for the
comer kick by Janae Kee. Brook
Paul Carter after the Coyotes and
women's soccer team/ but the
Braunschweig put the ball in the
Gators had finished regulation in a
road ahead of this team will be
net past Coyotes keeper Amanda
1-1 tie. The victory improved the
tougher,
but I have the utmost
Gators to 3-9 overall and 2-4 in the Hernandez.
certainty that coach Christian
The Coyotes out shot the
CCAA. The loss dropped the Coy
Johnson will guide his team to
Gators 10-5 in the second half but
otes to 6-4-1 overall and 3-4-1 in
CCAA conference berth.
Gators goalie Kelly Hoover ac
the CCAA.
Women's cross-country should be
counted for three of her six saves
It was a tale of two halves for
in that 45-minute period, giving up
running diings which includes the
the Coyotes. They dominated the
meets and optimistically looks to
just the goal by Marshall. Hoover
first 45 minutes, taking nine shots
gain a bide at the end of the sea
saved a Coyotes' shot on goaf in
to just four for the Gators but nei
son in the CCAA championships.
the second overtime.
ther team scored.
Ail in all CSUSB is dandruff
CSUSB is now 4-6-1 on the
The Coyotes broke on top in
free and will, in the eyes of this
season and 3-4-1 in the CCAA. It
the 49th minute on John
sports editor, perform head and
was the season's fourth tie for the
Richardson's sixth goal of the sea
shoulders above the rest of CCAA
Gators, now 4-3-4 overall and 1son. His bending corner kick found
competition.
3-2 in conference.
the net after being touched by
Now lets turn the table from
"San Francisco is a very good
Gators' keeper Russ Miller.
CSUSB sports to national sports.
team but we outplayed them in the
San Francisco evened the
Where's the Yankee mystique,
second half," said Coach Christian
match at 1-1 in the 60th minute
Diamondback
swagger, but most
Johnson.
when Chris Martinez headed in a
notably the playoffs in general are
Men's (1 OT)
comer kick off the toe of Carter.
very unique this season.
The teams battled the next 30 min
Half:
1 2 Ot
This years playoffs will be
utes with no result. SFSU took 19
CSUSB 010-1
exciting and filled with
shots in the half to just two for the
S,F, State 0 1 1 unforgetable games, as well as
Coyotes, but were fended off by Goals; Jdin Richardson (CSUSB), Chris T rtID6Z ,
,
spectular plays.
Coyotes' freshman goalie Jeff (SFSU). Ryan Patrick (SFSU)
Well then, who will take it
Canada.
Women's (2 OT)
all, who's going to the dance?
Patrick's match-winning was
The World Series will be be
Half:
1 2 OtVt
the only shot taken in overtime by
tween
the Angles and the team out
CSUSB 0100-1
either team. Miller was credited
of
St.
Louis. The World Series
S.F.Statel 000-1
with saving two shots on goal by
seven game
the Coyotes while Canada was Goals; Beth Marshall (CSUSB), Brook
series which will be won by the
given no saves despite facing 24
Angles.
shots.
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Altman Waves Bye to CSUSB
Kermit R. Boyd
Sports Editor
Four years, a 63-58 overall
record, and Danielle Altman is
gone.
Altman, the coach that jumpstarted. the Cal State San Bernar
dino women's water polo and as
sembled a regional contender in a
four year span has left.
"We are excited about the pro
fessional progression made by
Danielle in her coaching career,"
said Nancy Simpson, director of
athletics."
Altman will move on to Di
vision IUC Santa Barbara and be
come apart of the Big West Con
ference who includes UC River
side and Long Beach S^te. She
takes over the position once held
by Pam Tanasa, who resigned in
August to coach at Sacramento
State.
The.Coyotes were graced
with Aliman's coaching presence
in 1998-99, the first year the sport
was offered. She recruited talented
players frcwn junior colleges and
high schools in the Inland Empire,
which was the crux of her teams.
2002 was Altman's team most
prosperous season, winning 25 of
33 matches and doing against Di
vision 1 teams. They defeated
Santa Clara, Arizona State, and

CSUSB
Wire

John D. Halcon/ Chronicle
Afier building CSUSB women's water palp team into a regional
contender, Atlman now takes her coaching talent to UC Santa Barbara.

Cal State Northridge as well as club
teams that included Michigan State
and Polo Association regional tour
nament.
In addition, her teams placed
a record of 40-18 over two seasons,
which is a testament to Altman's
coaching aptness. She also coached
two Ail-Americans, Lisa Moreno
(1999) and Amanda Wells (2002).
Furthermore, her duties at
CSUSB also extended to the class
room where sh& was a part-time
professor of kinesiology. Her new
post at UCSB will be only obligated
to being a full-time coach with no_
teaching responsibilftfel.''

Altman graduated from Uni
versity of Redlands in 1997 with
bachelor's degrees in international
relations and French. In her play
ing days she was a first-team
NCAA Division III All-American
in water polo in 1996 and 1997 and
first-team all-SCIAC for three
years. She also earned a master's
degree from CSUSB in kinesiol
ogy-.
According to Simpson, the
search for a new head is on and the
Coyotes are confiedent that who
ever takes over will have the abil'tei

StwYideivt-Athletes have Rights?
Kermit R. Boyd
Sports Editor
Much like the U.S. Constitu
tion and U.S. Bill of Rights once it
, is adopted, the NCAA Student-Ath
letes' Bill of Rights would serve as
a system of guidelines for and con
straints on decision-making and all
administrative actions at the
NCAA, including developing po
lices and adopting and enforcing
rules.
NCAA Student Athletes' Bill
of Rights
Right No. 1
Each student-athlete shall have
the right to participate in intercol
legiate athletics at a member insti
tution provided the athlete (a) has
the talent to compete at the level
desired by each team, (b) is in good
standing with his or her school and
team, (c) follows team, institution,
conference, and NCAA rules and
regulations, and (d) is academically
eligible and otherwise qualified to
participate and compete in NCAAsanctioned events.
Right No. 2
Each student-athlete shall have
the right to be governed by a pen
alty system that (a) protects a stu
dent-athlete's participation oppor
tunities if he or she is not charged
with violations of NCAA rules, (b)
requires every student-athlete to
comply with the rules and policies
of the NCAA and punishes those
who violate its rules, (c) punishes
guilty parties commensurate with
the severity of the infractions-and
strives for consistency when pen
alties are needed, (d) does not im

Golf Swings
into Action

pose institution®! saQgiions that
deny participation opportunrti^ for
entire sport teams to paiticipate in
post-season competition when few
or none of the student-athletes are
charged with rules violations, and
(e) is compatible where possible
with the minimum due process
standards of the Constitution of ±e
United States.
Right No. 3
Each student-athlete shall have
the right to be free from discrimi
nation, including the right to re
ceive benefits and privileges gen
erally available to the institution's
students who do not participate in
intercollegiate athletics.
Right No. 4
Each student-athlete shall have
the right to the establishment of
national rules, regulations, andpolicies that protect the health and
safety of the student-athlete, as well
as athletic officials, athletic depart-:
ment personnel, and sport specta-:
tors.
Right No. 5
Each student-athlete who is
otherwise qualified for NCAA
competition shall have four years
of eligibility during a consecutive
five-year calendar period. Studentathletes classified academically as
"non-qualifiers" or "partial-quali
fiers" shall be entitled to receive
full reinstatement of their fourth
year of eligibility if satisfactory
progress toward graduation is made
by the end of their fourth year of
enrollment.
Right No. 6
Each student-athlete shall have
the right to NCAA review on a

timely and regular basis the num' bw of athletically related finan
cial aid scholarships for studentathletes and an equitable acrossthe-board award system that is
fair and consistent for the studentathletes who compete in each of
the sports it sponsors.
Right No. 7
Each student-athlete shall
have the right to work and receive
earnings up to a full ^ant plus a
reasonable, but limited, amount
above that grant for-the seipester
or terra.
Right No. 8
Each student-athlete shall
have the right to NCAA rules and
policies that apply fairly to every
student-athlete—in all areas that
concern their welfare and partici
pation opportunities.
Right No. 9
Each student-athlete shall
have the right to a system of sur
veillance to deal with unfair rules
and policies of coaches' commit
tees or appointed adminisbrators
controlling procedures at NCAA
national championships or those
of conferences affiliated with the
Association as they relate to is
sues concerning the welfare and
participation opportunities of stu
dent-athletes.
Right No. 10
Each student-athlete shall
have the right to periodic reviews
of all NCAA rules regarding stu
dent-athletes, and the elimination
of those that would be held un
fair or illegal if subjected to re
view under constitutional stan- i
dards of the federal government. I

SAN BERNARDINO — Cal
State, San Bernardino's men's golf
team hasn't played a competitive
round of golf yet but it appears from
a pre-season intra-squad tourna
ment that the Coyotes will be a
more formidable force on the links
in 2002-03.
The Coyotes open their season
Monday and Tuesday in the 54-hole
Grand Canyon University/Oakcraft
Fall Classic at Estrella Mountain
Ranch in Goodyear, Ariz., a 40minute drive from Phoenix.
CSUSB will faced? five-man
teams, iftckidMg several of the topranked teams in the region and na
tion in 2001-02 on a course that was
host to the NCAA Division II West
and Northwest Regional Tourna
ment last spring.
The strong field includes
NCAA runnerup Cal State
Stanislaus, CCAA champion Cal
n tne nationals), UC Davis (West Region
champion and eighth at nationals),
Chico State" and its 2002 NCAA
medalist J.J. Jakovac, Cameron
University (15th at nationals), and
^estern Washington University
(fouffffih'tlfe
Top returnees for the Coyotes
this year are juniors David Backus
of Los Alamos, N.M. and J.R.
Reyes of San Diego, who finished
27th at the NCAA West Regional
as an individual last spring, along
with senior Frank Firman of
Covina.

In the 72-hole golf team quali
fying tournament held at Palm
Meadows Golf Club and PGA of
Southern California, Backus shot
rounds of 73, 72, 70 and 69 (284)
to earn the No. 1 spot. Newcomer
Robert Mink, a freshman from
Moreno Valley (Valley View HS),
shot a 291 for the No. 2 spot, fol
lowed by Firman at 296, Reyes at
301 and freshman Michael Ferris
of Glendale, Ariz. (Mountain Ridge
HS) at 304.
Ferris beat out sophomore
Adam Sepulveda of Simi Valley, a
transfer from San Jose City Col
lege, by one stroke for the fifth spot
on the team for the Arizona tourna
ment.
Other members of Coach Greg
Price's team are freshman Robert
Farnham of Rancho Cucamonga
(Arrowhead Christian HS), Jeremy
Hoch, a junior from Calimesa
(Mesa Grande HS), and redshirt
freshman Brandon Abbott of Riv
erside (Arlington HS).
JThaGoyotes' fall schedule in
cludes participation in the NCAA
National Preview Tournament on
Oct. 14-15 at Crosswater Country
Club in Sun River, Ore., hosted by
Chico State, and the Cal State
Bakersfield Invitational at
Stockdale CC in Bakersfield on
Oct.28-29.
The team will then be in hia
tus until February when it begins a
six-tournament schedule that in
cludes hosting the 2nd annual Coy
ote Classic at PGA of Southern
California on N^ar. 24-25. The
CCAA championships are set for
April 21-22

it's not for everyone,
but that's

poin

In Army ROTC you'll push yourself. Test i«)ur limits. And in
process, learn how to think on your feet and be a good
.leader, You could even get a scholarship. Register today for an
Army ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

,

ARMY ROTC

unlike any other college c»urse you can take.
Special Full Tuition Paid Scholarships Available!
Call (909) 621-8102 for more information!
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Inside the
Locker Room:
Yotes Real Key

Coach Cherniss
Surpasses 200
Win Milestone

Jamaal WashingtioD

Brian C. Short

Staff Writer

Staff y^er
On September 7, 2002,
CSUSB women's volleyball coach
Kim Cherniss won her 200"" game
against Florida Southern at the
Tampa University Classic Tourna
ment in Tampa, Florida. The lady
yotes beat Florida Southern three
games to none, 32-30,32-23 and 309. When asked about her coaching
milestone. Coach Cherniss said,
"It's a nice plateau from a coach
ing standpoint."
Coach Cherniss did acknowl
edge that even though she passed
the 200-win mark, her first six
teams failed to reach the .500 mark.
Over the past five years (19972001) her teams have compiled a
record of 123 and 33 (78.8%).
Coach Cherniss entered her
12'*' season as the head coach of the
women's volleyball team with an
overall record of 193-147 (56.7%),
only needing seven victories to
eclipse the 200-win mark for her
career. With a record of 15-0 over
all, 7-0 in the CCAA, Coach
Cherniss' team is headed focjlieii
b"" consecutive win season. The
. best record of Kim Cherniss' career
wse
!^-3i record last
season as CCAA champions with a
record of 20 and 2 in the confer
ence. Unfortunately, the Lady
Yotes were upset by their rival UC
San Diego in the Pacific Regionals.
• , When asked about her favor
ite team to have coached over the
years. Coach Cherniss replied, "1
have enjoyed coaching every team
I've coached, even the losing teams
because they were all good people
who worked hard and practiced and
went to class." She says the one
. thing she has had on her teams over
the years is quality people and qual
ity characters. She said that she
doesn't allow bad character people
on her team who don't work hard.
When asked what her goals
were for her teams over the next
several years.Coach Cherniss said,
"I want to build a quality program
from year to year Aat's always in
the hunt for the conference cham
pionship." Her ultimate goal is to
host the regional tournament and
win it because she feels the Lady
Yotes are that talented.
With 208 collegiate wins to her
credit and skilled players such as
outside hitters Kim Ford and Erika
Williams, middle blocker Kimberly
- Morohunfola leading the pack at
tack, there is little doubt that Coach
Cherniss will continue to win a lot
of games and conference champi
onships.
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Lady Coyotes huddle up before match and focus on destroying their opponents while keeping their 17-game
win streak alive.

ging
Competition a Grave
Kermit R. Boyd

Sports Editor

17-0, still No.l, which means
CSUSB challengers are getting bur
ied.
Cal State San Bernardino
women's volleyball squad is stand
ing at the zenith of the mountain
while their competition hikes and
claws to reach the peak.
Head coach Kim Chemiss is
very pleased with her teams perfor
mance and efforts on the court and
hopes to be a contender come Pa
cific Regional time if her team
wants to reach the NCAA Elite
Eight.
"This year's team is more ma
ture, it's the same group with an
other year, and their more sophisti
cated, and more importantly they
make fewer unforced errors," said
Chemiss.
The Coyotes went unbeaten in
a three-game home stand, beating
Cal Poly Pomona on Wednesday,
San Francisco on Friday, and
Sonoma State on Saturday.
Wednesday night featured a
Bronco team that was caught com
pletely off guard and pummeled in
three games. The 'Yotes took the
Broncos' 3-0, winning, 30-20, 3018, and 30-21.
Beth Fowles, a six-footer,
came into the match with a total of
75 assigt^ithd exploded with a ca
reer high 44 assists in the match,
two service aces and five kills in

Have you ever wond^d how
some of Cal State San Bernardino's
Sports teams prepare for that big
game? Are you curious about how
.they focus and come up with the
victories that have made them as
successful as they are? Well, I re
cently spoke with a few of the
coaches and this is what they had
to say:
Kim Chemiss - Head Coach
CSUSB Women's Volleyball Team
(n'*" season)
Coyote Chronicle; What do
you do before the game to get your
self and your players into a winning
state of mind?
Kim Cherniss; I tty
team to stay relaxed and focused.
We also key in on a strategy to win.
CC; Do you have any pregame traditions or rituals to get
your team going?
KC: We usually meet at about
3;30 before each home game and
have a committee of designated
parents bring in a home cooked
meal. It gives our team that feel
ing of togetherness and family.
CC; How, specifically, does
this strategy <
' ""KCTTny
can work as long as it is consistent.

beating the Gators 3-1;'
Freshmaii outside hitter, Jes
AVGA(Top5)
sica Nelthorpe, was the spark off
the bench, recording eight kills in
game which started needed offense.
1 ( SI SB
17-B
Nelthorpe finished tied with
2 BYU-ilawaii
12-0
Morohunfola for the match high in
3 Mimiesota-Duluth 13-1
kills with 18 and led the team in
4Nortlicrn Colorado 17-1
digs with 18.
The Coyotes have won 13-14
5 Grand Valley Siatel4-J
matches in the all-time series be
tween the two schools.
Saturday, another win which
completed the 'Yotes three game
home stand and stretched a 16-0
eight attacks (. 625).
The Coyotes fought on every winning streak.Sonoma State, who
attack, out-digging the Broncos 79- was ranked No.2 in the CCAA con
57. 314 fans witnessed dazzling ference fell victim to a lethal and
performances and wondrous feats well-rounded CSUSB squad.
In front of 353 fans, the 'Yotes
by the Coyotes who hit .292 for the
swept
the Seawolves 3-0 and re
match and .429 for the first game.
tained
their No. 1 ranking in the
All-American Kim Morohunfola
nation.
The Seawolves were prac
finished with 14 kills in 27 attacks
in every category
tically
dominated
with only one attack error for a .481
after
suffering
defeat
at the hands
hitting percentage.
of
the
Cal
Poly
Pomona.
Junior Ail-American team
Junior Ail-American Kim Ford
mate, Kim Ford, swatted home 10
forged
the balanced yet lethal Coy
kills and had 19 digs, and Libero
ote
attack
with 13 kills and two
Erika Williams lead all players with
meaningless
attack errors and. 524
20 digs.
hitting
percentage.
Freshman setter
Friday night against SFSU, the
Coyotes came out slightly sluggish Cristen Trent, set up her teammates
and lost the first game but rallied well enough to earn 33 assists.
Their victory. placed the allto win the last three matches and
beat the Gators.
S F S U' ' tirhe match up at 11-2 with the Coy
entered the match galvaillfed but otes dominating the series.
As the Coyotes continue to
lost momentum before a crowd of
batter
opponents and stay atop the
262 fans and couldn't regroup af
national
scene, their only focus at
ter the second game. CSUSB knot
the
current
time is taking on Cal
ted the match with a 30-23 win in
State
L.A.
on
Friday and taking it
game two and took the next at 30one
game
at
a
time.
15 and finished match four, 30-22,

gcTihto ?f ttJliUBA oram^nm?^
as well as reinforce the importance
of togetherness and family,
)U choose
KC; I like the family as^
of this strategy. 1 also know fiiat
with this strategy, the girls are eat
ing good, and we are emphasizing
the value of togetherness.
CC; How much of last
season's success would you at
tribute to this pre-game prepara
tion?
KC; Not a major portion of it.
It is one component of what we do.
We also emphasize discipline, and
have a high level of expectations
for our team. We even have things
like study halls on the road for our
road games, just to reinforce our
high standards. We believe that if
we strive for a higher standard, we
can achieve higher performance.
So as you can see, preparation
for battle requires more than just
physical readiness. In order to
achieve success when going into
any kind of battle, it is ideal to be
ready in your mind, as well as in
the body. For the 'Yotes this battel
is wag^ in the locker room and
their preparation off the court is a
major key to their current success.

Fhoto By Robert Whitehead

